
It may be the smallest state in the union, but Li’l Rhody 
is big on local words and phrases that can baffle 
listeners from out of state. Dialects like Rhode Island’s 
are transmitted and preserved through local, person- 
to-person interaction and help foster a sense of commu-
nity and place among speakers. Sociolinguistic study  
of these verbal vagaries can reveal geographical, cultural 
and socioeconomic clues about a speaker group, 
uncovering everything from immigration patterns to the 
pervasiveness of corporate marketing lingo.
 The state’s Italian, Portuguese and French immi-
grants have left not only their culinary influence, but also 
a profound linguistic one. Rhode Island is 19% Italian 
American—the highest percentage by population of any 
state—and vestiges of the southern Italian Neapolitan 
language are discernable in the eateries of Providence’s 
Federal Hill, where dishes of “mootsarell” and “rigaut” 
(mozzarella and ricotta) are readily finished off, even 
when the words aren’t. Farther north in the 50% French 
Canadian city of Woonsocket, syntactic anomalies (like 
the oft-cited constructions “throw me down the stairs  
my hat,” or “side by each”) betray the influence of  
the Romance language on older generations of English 
speakers.
  Another category of Rhode Island verbiage has  
its roots in proprietary and marketing terms. Much as  
you might blow your nose with a “Kleenex” instead  

Arnge (orange): A globular citrus fruit grown 
in “Florider.” 

Awful Awful: “Awful big and awful good,” the 
cabinet to end all cabinets. This extra-thick 
deluge of dairy (made with milk and “ice milk”) 
is served at the Newport Creamery, where 
patrons are challenged to “drink three, get one 
free.” (Also available in Reduced Fat).

Bubbler: A water fountain. The term used 
by 72% of polled Rhode Islanders. Once 
widespread, “bubbler” was the product name 
of a drinking fountain produced by Kohler 
Company of Wisconsin (where the term is also 
still active).

Buddy Cianci: Originally from Creanston,  
this former long-term mayor of Providence 
was a charismatic and well-loved civic  
figure notorious for his shady underworld  
ties. Post retirement, Buddy marketed  
his own brand of gravy.

Cabinet: A “milkshake” basically everywhere 
else in the English-speaking world. May come 
in such flavors as vaniller (vanilla), arnge 
(orange), or cauwfee. So-named due to the 
cabinets in which the requisite ice cream and 
blender apparatus were kept at drugstore 
soda fountains.

“Cauwffee milk” (coffee milk): Milk infused 
with a coffee-flavored syrup produced by 
local brands Autocrat or Eclipse. The official 
state beverage of Rhode Island since 1993. 
Not to be confused with a reg’luh.

Creanston: The municipality of Cranston, 
R.I. hometown of Providence’s former mayor, 
Buddy Cianci.

del’s: A frozen lemonade from Del’s 
(established 1948), or a similarly flavored, 
slushy beverage.

Gravy: A tomato-based marinara sauce,  
typically served over “paster.”

Grindah (grinder): Rhode Island’s  
version of a hero, italian, hoagie, submarine, 
dagwood—a long sandwich filled with  
sliced meats.
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of a tissue, in Rhode Island you can eat a “New York 
System” and drink from a “bubbler,” both terms 
concocted to sell the products they now stand for  
(hot dogs and water fountains, respectively).
  It’s not only syntax and vocabulary that make  
up a regional dialect—accent is the most recognizable  
flag for a specific geographical affiliation. According 
to the Atlas of North American English, New England 
English contains several sub-dialects: Eastern, Western— 
and Rhode Island. The Ocean State is a phonological 
outlier due to its hybridization of classic Eastern  
New England English (think the dropped-‘r’s of Boston’s 
Kennedy clan) and the distorted vowels characteristic 
of New York City (where “caught” doesn’t necessarily 
rhyme with “cot”).
  Despite its proximity to neighboring New England 
states, tiny Rhode Island has preserved a discrete sense 
of cultural identity through its regional dialect that, like  
a shibboleth, self-consciously signals Rhode Island-ness 
and a diverse but collective history of its inhabitants.

Hot wiener: A frankfurter of veal and 
pork, grilled and served on a steamed 
bun with a ground meat topping and 
diced onions.

“Lingweese” (linguiça): A spicy Iberian 
sausage introduced by Portuguese immigrants 
in the 18th century. Now a popular local  
pizzer topping.

New york System: A fast food chain serving 
hot wieners, so-named to forge an association 
with the frankfurter culture, well established  
in nearby NYC.

“Pasta fazool”: Neapolitan pronunciation  
of “pasta e faggioli,” a popular Italian pasta 
and bean dish.

“Pizzer”: a popular Neapolitan foodstuff, often 
topped with “mootsarell” (mozzarella).

 

ProJo: the Providence Journal, established 
1829. The oldest continuously published daily 
newspaper in the United States.

Quahog (“ko-hog”): The mercenaria 
mercenaria clam, and the largest type native 
to Rhode Island. Consumed whole in large 
quantities by every man, woman and child 
throughout the state, whether steamed, fried 
or as stuffies. Rhode Islanders seem to have  
a term identifying every genus of marine 
mollusk the Atlantic can muster, but the term 
“quahog” derives from their indigenous  
Narragansett name, “poquauhock.”

“reg’luh” (regular): A cauwfee (coffee) 
with cream and sugar, readily sourced at one  
of Rhode Island’s 124 Dunkin’ Donuts 
franchises—more than any other US state.

“roe dylin”: Rhode Island, properly styled 
“the State of Rhode Island and Providence 
Plantations,” established 1776.

“Sherise” (Chouriço): A piquant Portuguese 
sausage (see also lingweese).

Stuffie: A baked stuffed clam. Preferably  
a quahog shell filled with the minced remains 
of its former inhabitant, along with ample 
seasoned stuffing.
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